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Dominion Resources Services, Inc.
Innsbrook Technical Center . tmfIfiollfl
5000 Dominion Boulevard, 2SE, Glen Allen, VA 23060

February 18, 2011

Ms. Cindy Bladey GL1 1-005
Chief, Rules, Announcements and

Directives Branch (RADB)
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration
Mail Stop TWB-050B01 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

COMMENTS ON DOCKET ID NRC-2011-0013
PROPOSED GENERIC COMMUNICATIONS:
DRAFT NRC REGULATORY ISSUE SUMMARY
2011-XX: ADEQUACY OF STATION ELECTRIC
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM VOLTAGE

On January 18, 2011, a Notice of Opportunity for Public Comment was published in the
Federal Register to clarify the NRC staffs technical position on existing regulatory
requirements and voltage studies necessary for Degraded Voltage Relay (second level
undervoltage protection) setting bases and Transmission Network/Offsite/Onsite station
electric power system design bases. Dominion Resources Services, Inc. (Dominion)
appreciates the opportunity to comment on this Notice and offers the attached
comments.

If you would like further information on our comments, please contact Mr. Brian
Morrison at 804/273-3244 or Brian.Morrison @dom.com.

Respectfully,

ýC. Director
Nuclear Licensing & Operations Support
Dominion Resources Services, Inc. for
Virginia Electric and Power Company,
Dominion Nuclear Connecticut, Inc. and
Dominion Energy Kewaunee, Inc.

Attachment

cc: Nuclear Energy Institute
Attn: Mr. John C. Butler
1776 I Street, N. W.
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20006-3708



Attachment

Dominion Comments on Draft NRC
Regulatory Issue Summary 2011-XX; Adequacy of

Station Electric Distribution System Voltages

Comments. for NRC on draft RIS 2011-XX, Adequacy of Station Electric Distribution System
Voltages

1) Section DVR Setting Design Calculations states:

In this manner, the D VR ensures adequate operational (starting and running) voltage to all safety
related equipment, independent of voltage controlling equipment external to the plant safety
related electrical distribution system.

The approach could imply that the load(s) should start from the lowest DVR dropout setting. A specific
example for illustration is as follows:

If voltage is at the lowest possible value above dropout, starting a load will cause DVR dropout, but, since
the new steady state voltage will be lower than the initial value, then DVR reset cannot occur. Many
utilities use the ABB 27N with harmonic filter which has a minimum 0.5% reset. Thus, with a setting of
93.6% +/- 0.9%, dropout could be as low as 92.7%. However, for motors causing more than 0.5% voltage
dip at initial start, even if the voltage at the beginning of the event was 93.2% and a load was started, then
DVR will dropout and never reset causing a separation.

A clarification that allows evaluation of motor starting as well-as other conditions is:

If the DVR could possibly not cause separation then the required safety functions must be
performed successfully.

Thus, depending on the design of the plant, a voltage value for beginning the event with all required starts
could be determined by an iterative process.

2) Section 2 Offsite/Onsite Design Interface Calculations (page .7) contains elements that are too
prescriptive. Many analyses will show that the unit loads/sequences assessed for determination of.
DVR setpoint adequacy for equipment protection are the same as those for evaluating offsite power.
Since evaluating offsite power always involves higher voltages, it is clear the equipment will function
and providing terminal voltages for this equipment is bounded by DVR adequacy analysis.

A clarification that helps frame adequate analysis is:

If the DVR could initiate separation then offsite power is not operable.

Using the example above when evaluating offsite power would require that the safety bus recover
above 93.6%+0.9%+0.5% or 95% before the earliest time delay for the DVR expires. Since a reset
also resets the time delay, multiple DVR drop outs could occur without separation during load
sequencing. Also, since 92.7% was evaluated for equipment protection, evaluating 95% (used for
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offsite power evaluation) would require the two sequences be substantially different (2.3%) for the
DVR adequacy evaluation (at 92.7%) to not be bounding for equipment evaluation. Thus, providing
calculation detail to motor terminals for offsite power evaluation is unnecessary in many designs.

3) Section 2 Offsite/Onsite Design Interface Calculations (page 7) part a):

This transmission owner/operator supplied voltage range should address all transmission
network and plant system operating configurations and should also include voltage drop due to
the bounding worst case transmission system contingency (transmission system contingencies
include trip of the nuclear power unit).

Certainly the trip of the nuclear power unit must always be considered. However, the definition of the
worst case transmission system contingency requires clarifying statements. Certainly some analyses are
done using "strong grid" for fault analyses or "weak grid" for voltage analyses. These modeled sources
have a number of contingencies built into them. Voltage drop from the loss of the unit can vary
considerably with system conditions. Arguments can be made that the worst case contingency (if different
than the nuclear power unit) should only be considered once it has occurred. However, a key question
should be applied: Is the contingency of interest monitored? If the status is not monitored, then how
would the nuclear unit know when to apply the contingency? Thus, if the status of a key transmission
line to the nuclear unit switchyard is known, either by instrumentation at the plant or timely notification
by the grid operator, then the contingencies need only be considered when applicable. When evaluating
voltage drop, most situations which cause meaningful changes are nearby and can be monitored.

4) Section 2 Offsite/Onsite Design Interface Calculations (page 8) part c):

For multi-unit stations, a separate analysis should be performedfor each unit assuming (1) an
accident in the unit being analyzed and simultaneous shutdown of all other units at the station,' or (2)
an anticipated transient (anticipated operational occurrence) in the unit being analyzed (e.g., unit
trip) and simultaneous shutdown of all other units at that station, whichever presents the largest load
situation.

This requires clarification as an accident or anticipated transient both require unit trip. The word used for
other units at the station is "shutdown" which is more orderly and takes more time. Simultaneous unit trip
results in bigger voltage drops from VAR support (not loading). This is because VARs are local. System
X/R is typically -50 so it is 50 times more difficult to move a VAR a hundred miles than a watt. Thus,
most analyses show the worst voltage drop for the loss of the nuclear unit is when all of the nearby units
(any type of generation) are already off. Changing that to tripping all units at the same time increases the
voltage drop because grid compensatory actions are not included. Even a small (minute) time difference
between losses of units can be meaningful in the voltage result. However, if the intent of the wording was
simultaneous trip, then this is a special case of item 3 above, which is likely a monitored contingency.
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5) Section 2 Offsite/Onsite Design Interface Calculations (page 8) part j):

To provide assurance that actions taken to assure adequate voltage levels for safety related loads
do not result in excessive voltages, assuming the maximum expected value of voltage at the
connection to the offsite circuit, a determination should be made of the maximum voltage
expected at the terminals of all safety related equipment and their starting circuits (if applicable).
If this voltage exceeds the maximum voltage rating of any safety related equipment, immediate
remedial action should be taken.

The word "immediate" describing remedial action should be removed from this section. Immediate
remedial action could imply control room intervention. The control room has alarm procedures to address
high voltage should it occur. Timeliness of remedial actions depends on how high actual voltage is since
minor incursions have only long term implications for most equipment.

Analyses of high grid voltage with light plant load are standard and provide insights as to what grid
voltage upper limit should be or what compensating activities might be required for light load operations
(refueling). In those cases where unit trip can result in a step increase in grid voltage (most common on
higher voltage connections like 765kv), anticipated excursions above desired voltages should be
addressed by compensating measures (changing excitation for nearby units, switching in reactor banks,
etc.).

6) Summary of Issues (top of page 6):

This interface calculation establishes operating voltage bands for all plant electrical buses, which
ensures that all plant components and systems (Class JE and Non Safety Related) have proper
voltage for starting and running in all operational configurations (expected operational and accident
conditions).

This statement needs clarification in that not all non-safety load voltages need to be evaluated. Typically,
large motors (like reactor coolant pumps) need to be evaluated for starting impact on the safety bus.
However, once a motor is found to be small enough to not impact safety bus operation, further evaluation
is unnecessary. The statement in the RIS can easily be interpreted as requiring evaluation of all non-safety
loads down to the lowest levels of distribution.

7) DVR Setting Design Calculations (page 6):

Licensee voltage calculations should provide the basis for their D VR settings, ensuring safety
related equipment is supplied with adequate operating voltage (typically a minimum of 0. 9per
unit voltage at the terminals of the safety related equipment per equipment manufacturers
requirements), based on bounding conditions for the most limiting safety related load (in terms of
voltage) in the plant.

Clarification that voltages other than 90% voltage are common based on detailed plant analysis should be
added. As an example, motors below 90% voltage continue to have plenty of margin in torque but may
encroach on long time thermal limits. However, unless a motor is fully into its service factor (typically
1.15), as well as below 90% voltage, operation will be acceptable.
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